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The Cotting Curriculum: 
A Cross-Disciplinary Approach

A tradition of innovation and excellence since 1893.

Cotting teachers Andy Lindblad and John Meredith are 
bringing their Capstone students to the intersection of 
Science and History. This cross-disciplinary approach to 
teaching is popular at many schools and colleges that serve 
students of all abilities across the state. Andy and John saw 
an opportunity to join peer faculty at these other schools by 
creating a joint curriculum for our Capstone students. “At 
the Capstone level, we have a bit more freedom with our 
curriculum planning, and that’s when we realized we could 
combine our lesson-planning to enrich both disciplines for 
our students.”
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Friday Information Sessions  

Jack and Mr. Lindblad Jack and Mr. Lindblad 
demonstrate the use of electric demonstrate the use of electric 

current on a record player.current on a record player.

Friday, January 10th, 9:30 am - 11:00 am
Walk-ins are always welcome.  Private tours are also 
welcome, and available upon request.



Capstone students visit the Spellman Museum of Stamps 
and Postal History at Regis College in Weston, MA 
as part of their history curriculum on the origins of 
communication.

Andy and John, our resident Science and History teachers, are building 
their shared curriculum around the topic of transition.  “Transition is 
the core theme for the Capstone Program.  We thought that beginning 
with one of the transition domains – communication – was a sensible 
place to start.”

For John, that means introducing the origin of spoken language, mail 
service, written language, and the telegraph.  In Andy’s classroom, it 
means exploring the physics of sound and the origins of electricity. “In 
order to understand how a device like a phone is used to communicate, 
you must also understand how physics and electricity create the power 
behind these devices.”

The classes will eventually join together to build a telegraph using a 9 
Volt battery, a doorbell, and a simple buzzer.  “Building this device will 
enable the students to see how science and history work together to 
power communication.”

After the communication unit, Andy and John plan to move into 
other Domains like transportation, vocation, or housing, and use their 
different lenses to offer students the cross-disciplinary approach that’s 
been successful thus far.

To learn more about our curriculum visit www.cotting.org/programs/curriculum.

Communication Passports!
The Communication Therapy Curriculum Group created 
“Communication Passports” (pictured at right) for about 50 
of our students who use AAC devices or have other complex 
communication needs.  These “passports” are a quick 
guide to inform staff who are less familiar with a student’s 
communication needs, and are attached to each student’s 
wheelchair or device.

The design for the passports was inspired by AAC Scotland, 
with the goal to provide a quick student biography, some 
basic facts, and helpful tips about a student’s nonverbal 
body language.  Preferred access methods (voice vs. eye-
gaze, for example) might be detailed, as well as a student’s 
repair strategy (the communication method used when their 
primary method is unavailable.) 

Students who wished to participate in the creation of their 
passport were encouraged to do so. The passports have been 

terrific tools to make communication among our staff and 
students more accessible and efficient. They encourage our 
students to advocate for themselves!



New Medical Fellow
We are delighted to welcome Dr. Meredith Close as our 
newest Cotting Medical Fellow! Dr. Close graduated from 
the University of Arizona College of Medicine in Tucson, 
Arizona, and completed her Pediatrics training at Helen 
DeVos Children’s Hospital in Grand Rapids, Michigan.  
She grew up in the rural farming community of Sycamore, 
Ohio, and received a B.A. in Astrophysics from Mount 
Holyoke College.  After college, Meredith worked for 10 
years in science education before changing careers to pursue 
medicine.   She hopes to incorporate her passion for teaching 
and education throughout her career in Developmental and 

Our 7th Annual Burr Family Conference was a great success!  The Edcamp style offered a day of collaborative learning and 
conversation around this year’s topic, “The Continuum of Inclusion.”  We are grateful to the Burr Family for making this day 
possible, and to Robert Crabtree, Esq. (pictured with Cotting President David Manzo) for his opening remarks!

Cotting Conference Recap

Behavior Pediatrics.  In her 
spare time, Meredith enjoys 
balancing her love of cooking 
and exploring new restaurants 
with running.  Dr. Close will 
join our Medical Director, Dr. 
Elizabeth Harstad, and our 
medical staff in supporting our 
students throughout the year!
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“Enabling students with special needs to 
achieve their highest learning potential 

and level of independence.”

December 6 – Alumni
5:30pm – JV Instructional Inter–Squad

6:15pm – Varsity Gold
7:15pm – Varsity Blue

December 20 – Staff
9:00am – JV Instructional Inter–Squad

9:45am – Varsity Gold
10:30am – Varsity Blue

January 4 – LABBB
11:00am – JV Instructional Inter–Squad

12:00pm – Varsity Gold
1:00pm – Varsity Blue

January 10 – Nobles
5:30pm – JV Instructional Inter–Squad

6:15pm – Varsity Gold
7:15pm – Varsity Blue

 
 

January 17 – Heated Lions
5:30pm – JV Instructional Inter–Squad

6:15pm – Varsity Gold
7:15pm – Varsity Blue

January 24 – Newton
5:30pm – JV Instructional Inter–Squad

6:15pm – Varsity Gold
7:15pm – Varsity Blue

February 14 – Staff
9:00am – JV Instructional Inter–Squad

9:45am – Varsity Gold
10:30am – Varsity Blue

February 29 – Alumni
10:00am – JV Instructional Inter–Squad

11:00am – Varsity Gold
12:00pm – Varsity Blue

March 7 – Tournament
9:00 – 3:00pm

2019/20 Cotting School Falcon’s Basketball Schedule
All games are played at Cotting School


